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abstraction on top of an 
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General Purpose Languages 

	
A programming language that is capable 
of creating all types of programs.	
���
Powerful & Flexible, But Complex.	
	
C++, Java, Python, etc.	



So what is a DSL? 

It's a language suited to solve problems 
for a specific domain. It is designed 
around concepts and structures of 
domain. 	
	
It focuses on set of tasks or describe 
set of objects from domain. It tries to 
abstract away the complexities of a GPL.	
	
	
	
	



WHEN do I need a dsl? 

Your target domain has its own 
keywords and concepts.	
	
A DSL is a good way to develop a 
language to be used by non-
programmers with domain expertise.	
	
Make language concepts highly intuitive 
and accessible. 	



DSL in Games 



LSL 





UnrealScript 



You’ve been using dsls and 
probably didn’t even know it! 



Unix tools 

•  RegEx	
– sed		
– grep	
– awk	
	

•  vi (viscript)	

Query Languages 

•  SQL	
•  LDAP	
•  LINQ	
•  XPath	
•  Xquery	
•  YQL	
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Configuration 

•  Make	
•  Ant	
•  Maven	
•  Rake	
•  Puppet	
•  Chef	
•  *rc Files	



I’m sold. How do I make my 
own dsl? 



The easy way 

•  Repurpose dynamic scripting 
languages as Domain Specific 
Languages.	

•  Saves you the trouble of creating your 
own language.	

•  Essentially “rewire” a language.	



The Easy way 



The hard way 

•  Want more flexibility? write your own 
everything!	
– Grammar Lexer, Parser, Tokenizer	

•  Same way you would create a GPL 	

•  Use a compiler compiler	



The Hard way 

Flex & Bison 

beaver	  



Fin. 


